
Sapegno’s
Purgatorio

Domenico - Michelino ca 1465

Spirals found 50 km away in Chianti
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Botticelli - Ascent  to Heaven

Sapegnosome call this hill monteparticcio. on the top of the hill is a monument to the
battle of montaperti. The hill is terraced with  earthen platforms that project 
out from certain terrace levels. At the base of the hill is a larger platform or 
burm. these features may be remnants of an old fortress not directly connected
to the batttle itself.  When I first visited this site I was not familiar with Dante’s 
writings or imagery. Now I find myself wondering whether other features of this
“recent” monument were designed to echo

Dante’s Purgatorio

Gustave Dore

Botticelli

Platform-like
Structure?

Spirals on top of Monteparticcio

digital dante www.ilt.columbia.edu

Web Gallery of Art www.gallery.euroweb.hu/
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Botticelli’s Inferno
turned upside down.
A curious form to
form resemblance.

If I recall, the spirals encircle the cypress
and the cypress encircle the pyramid. Are
the spirals merely decorative or could
their position signify the entrance to
paradisio? Do they number 7 or 8?  do
they carry neo-platonic meaning? Does 
the spiral in italy have a celtic or pagan
meaning that some might connect to
dante? What about the similar spirals
that are found in the countryside?

I also found similar spirals, 
usually in groups of two,
in front of a church and
marking the entrance to a
roadway and passage. One 
was used in the building of 
an old village wall.

cypress trees of yhe pyramidalis variety often mark memorials and sacred
sites. I wonder if their number and position on montepartaccio might 
echo dante’s image of the ascent to heaven.
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I am curious about the
pyramid form at the
center of the memorial.
Is it possibly connected
to Neo-Platonic thought
or the Greek lambda? As
a form encircled by the
Cypress trees I wonder
if it echos Dante’s idea
about the final ascent
to heaven.

The pyramid has a small
commemorative plaque
with an inscription from
  one of Dante’s Canto’s .
    This is the only explicit 
        reference to  Dante.
         But I wonder if the 
        pyramid might also
         carry  political or 
          relgious content 
           from his time.


